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PASSUR Aerospace

PASSUR serves dozens of airlines (including six of the top 
seven North American airlines), over 50 airport customers 
(including ten of the top 15 North American airports), and 
more than 200 corporate aviation customers. 

Founded in 1967

The PASSUR Network includes 137 sensor installations located 
primarily in North America, and also in Europe and Asia



What PASSUR Does for San Diego
(for more than 15 years)



PASSUR Flightperform
The gold standard for accurate flight tracking

Highlights
Most reliable flight tracking 
product available

Superb, ATC-like 4.6 second 
aircraft update rates (nothing is 
comparable)

Weather integration

Instant notification of and 
analysis of holding patterns, go-
arounds, etc.

High fidelity replay and analysis

Used by airport ramp towers for 
real-time gate, runway, taxiway 
management

Installed at airline stations, SOC’s 
and airports throughout the 
country and internationally

Remotely hosted

A complete solution - only input 
the customer can make to the 
product is to the “scroll screen” 
at the bottom of the display

LiveAlerts (screen)

PASSUR also sends a daily download to SAN containing flight 

tracks for use in ANOMS system



AirportMonitor: Dynamic, interactive display of air 

traffic and flight information in the terminal airspace, 

designed for your airport's website. 

Operations and Community Relations

Reduces call volume, 
costs in the noise 
office

Builds credibility and 
trust through an 
independent, 
transparent visual of 
the airspace
The only Internet flight 
tracking system with 
near-real time data, 
instant replay, and 
PASSUR precision flight 
tracks.
“My Home Locator” 
(user adds address to 
place residence on 
the map)

Airport messaging 
scroll bar (public 
message content 
managed by airport 
on secure web tool)



PASSUR Portal Web Dashboard
Highlights

Live airport 
arrival 
information

Powered by 
PASSUR’s live 
database

All live 
operational 
information 
over the web

Includes 
runway 
configuration, 
PASSUR ETA’s, 
Weather, 
Predicted 
Demand

Mouse-over 
decoders, 
checked flights, 
planned 
departures



PASSUR Pulse instant operational reports

Highlights
Most complete, 

accurate and timely 
activity reports of 
arrivals and 
departures, based 
on the PASSUR radar 
record and 

integrated 
database of flight 
information 
including

Instant correlation 
to owner-operator 

database
Origin reports by 

zip, state, multiple 
airports; 
“Anywhere” city 
pair reports 



1030 MHz ASR Interrogation

Airport Secondary
Surveillance Radar (ASR)

Passive 
Secondary 
Surveillance 
Radar 
(PASSUR)

Updates aircraft tracks every 4.6 sec.

Range accuracy to 0.05 nm

Azimuth accuracy to 0.35 degrees

Altitude accuracy to 100 feet

Tracking range to 150 nm

Passive Secondary 
Surveillance Radar 
(PASSUR):

PASSUR Radar: the database foundation

PASSUR relies on the FAA systems for the radar tracks; the same 

messages received from the aircraft are displayed on the FAA 

systems and the PASSUR solutions. 



PASSUR database



SAN PASSUR AirportMonitor
Used by 14 airports around the country including Burbank, Orange 

County, Boston, New Orleans, Fort Lauderdale Executive, LaGuardia, 

Newark, and Kennedy (JFK).  Noise solutions are used at MWAA, SFO, 

FLL, PBI, Nashville and others, 

San Diego’s AirportMonitor website has been getting about 50 hits a 

day in 2010.  This is an increase from about 35 hits a day in 2009.

The tracks displayed in AirportMonitor are smoothed and interpolated 

to fill in missing target points.  A five point Kalman smoother is used.

The city map is not a layer; other elements can be added to it

All commercial and GA flights are shown on AirportMonitor with the 

following exceptions: VFR non-1200 and NBAA BARR list flights.  This 

cover Military, government and other protected classes of air traffic.

PASSUR Radar tracks statistics: Altitude +/- 100 feet, Range +/- 150 feet

Aximuth +/- 0.3 degrees



PASSUR contact info

Frederick Roe

(203) 622 4086

PASSUR Customer Service (24 hr)

(866) 437 7247


